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Tape Technology and
Storage Area Networks:
A Winning Combination

By  D e b r a  R e dmond , R i c k  S e l l e r s  a n d  B r u c e  Ma s t e r

(The LTO Program, is a triumvirate of Certance, HP and IBM that
together have created the LTO Technology.)

ENTERPRISES
of all sizes have recognized the data
storage challenges that Storage Area

Networks (SANs) can solve, and SANs are playing a critical role in
enterprise technology strategies to improving performance and simpli-
fying storage management.

Tape is a cornerstone of any enterprise storage plan, and because of
tape’s central role in the data-protection strategy of the enterprise,
SANs bring both urgency and new importance to the development of a
long-term tape storage plan.

STORAGE AREA NETWORKS

A typical SAN consists of servers, disk storage systems and tape
libraries connected to a dedicated network via Fiber Channel or SCSI.
Backup software, hierarchical storage management (HSM) software
and SAN management software combine to facilitate SAN operation
and to effectively utilize the SAN resources.

IT departments can begin to address the numerous risks and ineffi-
ciencies posed by end-user data management, including redundant data
storage and infrequent or non-existent backups. SANs can also allevi-
ate common IT management headaches including shrinking backup
windows and storage capacity problems.

TAPE AND THE SAN

Tape’s unique attributes contribute to its ever-present value in the
storage hierarchy and SANs.

1. Because the medium is removable, its capacity is infinite.
Simply add more cartridges. Combine estimated data storage
growth of 90% per year with the need to comply with regulatory

requirements and retain data for long periods of time, and tape’s
infinite capacity is a distinct advantage.

2. The ability to transport data to a remote secondary site can
protect it from disaster such as fire, flood, or earthquake, which
is important for business continuance purposes.

3. Tape drives are also fast and can typically stream faster than
disk. This performance can be essential to help many IT shops
ease the management burden of quickly storing mountains of
data and improve the management of shrinking backup windows.

4. And tape is highly cost effective, making it an integral part of an
organizations storage hierarchy now and for the foreseeable future.

SANs offer the potential to overcome many of the difficulties tradi-
tionally found with tape usage. For example, the SAN can help
decrease or even eliminate backup windows, backups that encompass
more client data and the realization of opportunities presented by hier-
archical storage management.

To achieve its promise, SAN environments will rely heavily on high-
capacity, high-performance and high-reliability tape solutions, and the
SAN will place dramatically increased demands on tape systems.

THE LTO ULTRIUM FORMAT

Linear Tape-Open (LTO) Technology is an initiative designed to
solve the problems posed by the fragmented tape market.

LTO Technology consists of a tape format specification and
process for licensing the format to other vendors and certifying that
the media and devices these vendors create are compliant with the
specification. The result of the initiative is a solid technology foun-
dation with plenty of room for licensees to create products in a
competitive environment.

According to Gartner Dataquest, the market acceptance of this pro-
competitive technology offering has been strong. Since September
2000, when the first generation of LTO-based products appeared, LTO
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Technology has held about a two-to-one lead in format shipments over
the nearest competing super tape technology.*

LTO Technology has a four-generation roadmap for future
growth, with plans for future generations currently underway. By
the Fourth Generation, compressed capacity is expected to reach 1.6
TB, and data transfer rates are expected to reach as much as 320
MB/sec (2:1 compressed).

This roadmap should help IT shops plan a tape strategy well into the
future. With regular progress on the roadmap, ever expanding storage
requirements can be met by a tape format that will keep pace with
business needs.

A WINNING COMBINATION

Whether the need is performance, capacity, reliability or all three,
the LTO Ultrium format offers a best-of-breed SAN tape solution for
today and tomorrow as indicated by the clearly defined, credible four-
generation growth path. This will be critical for IT managers who
desire confidence when planning a tape SAN implementation.  

Debra Redmond is employed by Certance, Rick Sellers by HP, and Bruce
Master by IBM.
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